
ALARM HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Material, Somatic, Verbal); 
Requirements  3 gp silver bell focus 
Range  touch; Area  20-foot burst 
Duration  8 hours

The focus is whisked away until the magic is broken or the spell expires. When you cast alarm, select a password. Whenever a Small or

larger corporeal creature enters the spell’s area without speaking the password, alarm sends your choice of a mental alert that awakens

you (in which case the spell gains the mental trait) or an audible alarm with the sound and volume of a hand bell (in which case the
spell gains the auditory trait). Either option automatically awakens you, and the bell allows each creature in the area to awake if it
succeeds at a DC 15 Perception check. A creature aware of the alarm must succeed at a Stealth check against the spell’s DC or trigger
the alarm when moving into the area.
Heightened (3rd) You can specify criteria for creatures that sound the alarm. For instance, orcs or people with red hair.

Abjuration

BIND UNDEAD SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one mindless undead creature with a level no greater than bind undead’s spell level 
Duration  1 day

You control the target. It gains the minion trait. If you or an ally acts hostile to the target, the spell ends.

Necromancy

BLINDNESS SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature

You blind the target. The effect is determined by the target’s Fortitude save. The target is bolstered against all castings of blindness.
Success The target is blinded until its next turn begins.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target is blinded for 1 minute.
Critical Failure The target is blinded permanently.

Necromancy

BURNING HANDS HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  15-foot cone

Gouts of flame rush from your hands. You deal 3d6 fire damage to creatures in the area; they must each attempt a Reflex save.
Success The creature takes half damage.
Critical Success The creature takes no damage.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

Evocation 

Fire

CLAIRAUDIENCE SPELL

Casting 1 minute (Material, Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  500 feet 

Duration  1 minute

You create an invisible floating ear at a location within range (even if it’s outside your line of sight or line of effect). It can’t move, but
you can hear through the ear as if using your normal auditory senses.

Divination 

Scrying

COMPREHEND LANGUAGE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 hour

The target can understand the meaning of a single language it is hearing or reading when you cast the spell. This doesn’t let it
understand codes, language couched in metaphor, and the like.
Heightened (3rd) The target can also speak the language.
Heightened (4th) You can target up to 10 creatures, and targets can also speak the language.

Divination

CONTINUAL FLAME HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Cost  6 gp worth of ruby dust Range  touch; Targets  one object 

Duration  unlimited

A magical flame springs up from the object, as bright as a torch. It doesn’t need oxygen, react to water, or generate heat.
Heightened (+1) The cost increases as follows: 16 gp for 3rd level; 30 gp for 4th; 60 gp for 5th; 120 gp for 6th; 270 gp for 7th; 540 gp
for 8th; 1,350 gp for 9th; and 3,350 gp for 10th.

Evocation 

Light

DARKVISION HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 hour

You gain darkvision.
Heightened (3rd) The spell’s range is touch and it targets 1 creature.

Divination

DISPEL MAGIC SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  120 feet; Targets  one spell effect or unattended magic item

Make a dispel attempt against the target.
At least one creature, object, or manifestation of the spell you are trying to dispel must be within range of the spell that you are

using to dispel it. Treat this as a counteract check (see below) using the spell’s level as its counteract level and a spell roll for any
necessary counteract check.
If you succeed against a spell effect, you dispel it. If you succeed against a magic item, the item becomes a mundane item of its

type for 10 minutes. This doesn’t change the item’s quality. If the target is an artifact or similar item, you automatically fail.
Counteract Check

When attempting to counteract a spell effect, compare the spell level of the effect with the dispel magic spell level you are using. If
your dispel magic spell level is higher than that of the spell effect to be counteracted, you automatically succeed. If your dispel
magic spell level is the same as the effect’s spell level or lower, you must succeed at a check using the spell roll against the DC

of the target effect. You take a cumulative –5 penalty to this check for every level by which your dispel magic’s spell level is lower
than the target’s. If your dispel magic spell level is 4 or more levels lower than that of the spell effect you are trying to

counteract, your attempt automatically fails.

Abjuration

DREAM MESSAGE SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  planetary; Targets  one creature you know by name and have met in person 

Duration  1 day or until dismissed

You send a message to your target’s dream. The message is oneway, up to 1 minute of speech (roughly 150 words). If the target is
asleep, she receives the message instantly. If not, she receives it the next time she sleeps. As soon as she receives it, the spell is
dismissed, and you know the message was sent.
Heightened (4th) You can target up to 10 creatures you know by name and have met in person. You must send the same message to

all of them; the spell is dismissed for each creature individually.

Enchantment 

Mental

EARTHBIND SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  120 feet; Targets  one flying creature 

Duration  varies (see below)

You hamper a target’s flight, with effects based on its Fortitude save.
If the creature reaches the ground, it doesn’t take falling damage.
Success The target falls safely up to 120 feet.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target falls safely up to 120 feet. If it hits the ground, it can’t Fly, levitate, or otherwise leave the ground for 1 round.
Critical Failure The target falls safely up to 120 feet. If it hits the ground, it can’t Fly, levitate, or otherwise leave the ground for 1
minute.

Transmutation

ENDURE ELEMENTS HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  touch; Targets  one willing creature 

Duration  1 day

Choose severe cold or heat. The target is protected from the temperature you chose (but not extreme cold or heat).
Heightened (3rd) The target is protected from severe cold and heat.
Heightened (5th) The target is protected from severe cold, severe heat, extreme cold, and extreme heat.

Abjuration

ENTHRALL SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  120 feet; Targets  creatures in range 

Duration  concentration, up to 10 minutes

You speak or sing without interruption throughout the casting and duration. Targets that notice your speech or song might give their

undivided attention, depending on their Will saves. The GM may grant a circumstance bonus (to a maximum of +4) if the target is of
an opposing religion, ancestry, or political leaning, or is otherwise unlikely to agree with what you’re saying.
Each creature that enters range has to attempt a save when you Concentrate on the Spell. If you’re speaking, enthrall is lingual.

Auditory 

Enchantment
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Success The target needn’t pay attention but doesn’t notice you tried to use magic (it might notice others are enthralled).
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target is fascinated with you. It can attempt a Will save if it witnesses actions or speech with which it disagrees.
If it succeeds, it’s no longer fascinated and bolstered to this casting of enthrall. The fascination ends instantly if the creature is subject

to a hostile act or a successful Diplomacy or Intimidation check against the spell’s DC.
Critical Failure As failure, but the target can’t attempt a save to end the fascination if it disagrees with you.

FEAR HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  varies

You plant fear in the target, with effects based on its Will save.
SuccessThe target is frightened 1.

Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target is frightened 2.
Critical Failure The target is frightened 3 and fleeing for 1 round.

Heightened (3rd) You can target up to five creatures.

Emotion 

Enchantment 

Fear 

Mental

FEET TO FINS SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one willing creature 

Duration  10 minutes

The target’s feet transform into fins, improving mobility in the water but reducing it on land. The target gains a swim Speed equal to its

land Speed. Its land Speed then becomes 5 feet.

Morph 

Transmutation

FIREBALL SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  500 feet; Area  20-foot burst

A burst of fire explodes, dealing 8d6 fire damage; creatures in the area must attempt a Reflex save.
Success The creature takes half damage.
Critical Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d6.

Evocation 

Fire

FLAMING SPHERE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Area  one 5-foot square 
Duration  concentration or until dismissed (see below)

You create a sphere of flame in a square within range. The sphere deals 4d6 fire damage to each creature in the sphere’s square; each
creature must attempt a Reflex save. Once per round when you Concentrate on this Spell, you can direct the sphere to roll to a spot
within range and deal 3d6 fire damage; each creature in that square must attempt a Reflex save. You can’t Concentrate on the Spell to
move the sphere during the round you create it.

Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure The creature takes double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d6.

Evocation 

Fire

GHOSTLY WEAPON SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one nonmagical weapon that is either unattended or wielded by you or a willing ally 

Duration  1 minute

The target weapon becomes translucent and ghostly, and can affect material and incorporeal creatures and objects. It can be wielded by a
corporeal or incorporeal creature and counts as ghost touch.

Transmutation

GLYPH OF WARDING SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Material, Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  touch; Targets  one container or 10-foot-by-10-foot area 
Duration  unlimited until dismissed

While Casting this Spell, you also Cast a Spell of a lower spell level to stored in the glyph. The stored spell must take 3 actions or
fewer to cast, have a hostile effect, and target one creature or have an area. You can set the glyph with a password, a trigger stimulus,
or both. Any creature that opens the target container or enters the target area without speaking the password or matching the trigger

stimulus activates the glyph, releasing the harmful spell within.

Abjuration

Once a spell is stored in the glyph, the glyph gains all the traits of that spell. If the spell targets one or more creatures, it targets
the creature that set off the glyph. If the spell has an area, that area is centered on the creature that set off the glyph. Glyph of
warding’s duration ends when the glyph is triggered. The glyph counts as a magical trap, using your spell DC for both the Perception
check to notice it and the Thievery check to disable it; both checks require the creature attempting them to be trained in order to

succeed.
You can dismiss glyph of warding with a Verbal Casting action.
The maximum number of glyphs of warding you can have active at a time is equal to your spellcasting ability modifier.

GRIM TENDRILS HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot line

Black shadows curl out from your fingertips and race through the air, taking the form of ephemeral vines spiked with thorns.
You deal 3d4 negative damage and 1 persistent bleed damage to living creature in the line, depending on their Fortitude saves.
Success The creature takes half negative damage and no bleed.
Critical Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure Double negative and persistent bleed damage.

Heightened (+1) The negative damage increases by 2d4 and the persistent bleed damage increases by 1.

Necromancy 

Negative

HASTE SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute

The target acts faster. It gains the quick condition and can use the extra action each round only for Strike and Stride actions.
Heightened (7th) You can target up to 5 creatures.

Transmutation

HUMANOID FORM HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  10 minutes or until dismissed

You transform your appearance to look like a Small or Medium humanoid, such as a drow, dwarf, elf, goblin, halfling, human, orc, or
lizardfolk. You count as a humanoid in addition to your normal traits while in this form, as well as gaining any trait related to the
creature’s kind (such as goblin or human). If this transformation reduces your size, it reduces your reach accordingly (using the effects
of the shrink spell). This transformation doesn’t change your statistics in any way. You can still wear and use your gear, and it changes
size to match your new form if necessary. The item’s size change ends immediately if the item leaves your person.
You don’t gain the special abilities of the humanoid form you assume. This spell grants you a +4 conditional bonus to Deception

checks to pass as a generic member of the chosen ancestry, but you can’t make yourself to look like a specific person. If you want to
Impersonate an individual, you still need to create a disguise, though the GM won’t factor in the difference in ancestry when choosing
the DC of your Deception check.
Heightened (3rd) You gain darkvision or low-light vision if the form you assume has that ability.
Heightened (5th) You can take on the appearance of a Large humanoid. If this increases your size, you gain the effects of the enlarge
spell.

Polymorph 

Transmutation

HYPNOTIC PATTERN SPELL

Casting Material Casting, Somatic Casting 

Range  120 feet; Area  10-foot burst 
Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute

You create a pattern of shifting colors that hovers in the air.
Creatures are dazzled while inside the pattern. A creature must attempt a Will saving throw if it is inside the pattern when you cast

it, when it enters the pattern, ends its turn within the pattern, or uses a Seek or Interact action on the pattern. A creature currently
fascinated by the pattern doesn’t need to attempt new saves.
Success Unaffected.
Failure The target is fascinated by the pattern.
Critical Failure The target is fascinated by the pattern. While it remains fascinated, it can’t take reactions.

Illusion 

Visual

ILLUSORY CREATURE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  500 feet 
Duration  concentration

You create an illusory image of a Huge or smaller creature. It makes appropriate sounds, generates normal smells, and feels right to
the touch. If you and the image are ever farther than 500 feet apart, the spell ends.
The image can’t speak, but you can use your actions to speak through the creature, with the spell disguising your voice as

appropriate. You might need to attempt a Deception or Performance check to convincingly mimic the creature, as determined by the

GM. This is especially likely if you’re trying to imitate a specific person and engage with someone that person knows.

Auditory 

Illusion 

Visual
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In combat, the illusion counts as a creature for flanking. It uses your spell roll for attack rolls and saving throws and your spell DC for its
AC. If the image is hit by an attack or fails a save, the spell is dismissed. The creature has two actions per turn, which it takes when
you Concentrate on the Spell.

The illusion can’t directly affect the physical world, though its attacks can cause damage by making the target believe they’re real. If
the illusory creature hits with a Strike, the target takes mental damage equal to 1d4 plus your spellcasting ability modifier. This is a
mental effect. The illusion’s Strikes are nonlethal. If the damage doesn’t correspond to the image of the monster—for example, if a Large
dragon dealt only 5 damage— the GM might allow the target to attempt a Perception check to disbelieve the spell as a free action. Any
relevant resistances and weaknesses apply if the target thinks they do, as judged by the GM. For example, if the illusion wields a
warhammer and attacks a creature resistant to bludgeoning damage, the creature would take less mental damage. However, illusory
damage does not suppress regeneration or trigger other effects that require a certain damage type.

Any creature that touches the image or uses the Seek action to examine it can attempt to disbelieve your illusion.
When a creature disbelieves the illusion, it recovers from half the damage it had taken from it (if any) and doesn’t take any further

damage from it. The GM should track illusory damage dealt by the illusion.
Heightened (+1) The damage of the image’s Strikes increases by 1d4 and the maximum size of creature you can create increases by one

(to a maximum of Gargantuan).

ILLUSORY DISGUISE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 hour or until dismissed

Your illusion can make you appear as another creature of the same body shape and roughly similar height (within 6 inches) and weight
(within 50 pounds). The disguise is typically good enough to hide your identity, but not to impersonate a specific individual.

The spell doesn’t change your voice, scent, or mannerisms. You can also make clothing and items you wear appear different, such as
making your armor look like an ordinary dress. Held items are unaffected, and any worn item you remove returns to its true appearance

until you don it again.
Casting illusory disguise counts as setting up a disguise for the Impersonate use of Deception; it ignores any circumstance penalties

you might take for disguising yourself as a dissimilar creature, and it gives you a +4 conditional bonus to your Deception checks to avoid
others seeing through your disguise.

You can dismiss this disguise with a Verbal Casting action.
Heightened (2nd) The spell also disguises your voice and scent, and it gains the auditory trait.
Heightened (3rd) You can appear as any creature of the same size, even a specific individual. You must have seen an individual to take

on their appearance. The spell also disguises your voice and scent, and it gains the auditory trait.

Illusion 

Visual

INVISIBILITY SPHERE SPELL

Casting Material Casting, Somatic Casting 

Area  10-foot aura; Targets  you and any number of creatures in range 

Duration  10 minutes or until dismissed

You and all targets are invisible except to each other as long as you remain within the spell’s area. If a creature made invisible by this

spell leaves the spell’s area, it becomes visible and remains so even if it returns to the spell’s area. If any creature made invisible by

this spell acts in a hostile manner, the spell is dismissed after that hostile action, reaction, free action, or activity is completed.
While exploring, it’s easy to move together and remain invisible. This is untenable in a battle, however. Once an encounter begins,

creatures remain invisible until the end of the first round, at which point the spell ends.
Heightened (5th) The duration increases to 1 hour or until dismissed.

Illusion 

Visual

ITEM FACADE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one object no more than 10 feet by 10 feet by 10 feet 
Duration  1 hour

You make the target object look and feel as though it were in much better or worse shape. When you cast this spell, decide whether
you want to make the object look decrepit or perfect. An item made to look decrepit appears broken and of poor quality.

Metal looks rusted, wood looks dried out and cracked, and so on.
An intact item made to look better appears as though its quality were one step better, brand new, and highly polished or well

maintained. A broken item appears to be intact and functional.
Destroyed items can’t be affected by this spell.
A creature who Interacts with the item get a chance to disbelieve the illusion.

Heightened (2nd) The duration is 24 hours.
Heightened (3rd) The duration is unlimited.

Illusion 

Visual

JUMP HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting

Your legs surge with strength, giving you the ability to leap high and far. You jump, either vertically or horizontally (or
a mixture of the two) 30 feet without touching the ground. You must land on a space of solid ground within 30 feet of you, or else you
fall after taking your next action.
Heightened (3rd) The range becomes touch, the target changes to one touched creature, and the duration becomes 1 minute.

For the duration of the spell, the target can spend a move action to jump as described in the 1st-level version any number of times.

Move 

Transmutation

LEVITATE SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one unattended object or willing creature 

Duration  1 minute

You levitate the target 5 feet off the ground. For the duration, you can spend a Somatic Casting action to move the target up or down

10 feet. A creature floating in the air from levitate takes a –2 circumstance penalty to attack rolls. A floating creature can spend an
Interact action to stabilize itself and negate these penalties for the remainder of its turn. If the target is adjacent to a fixed object or
terrain of suitable stability, it can move across the surface by climbing if the surface is vertical (like a wall) or crawling if the surface is
horizontal (such as a ceiling). The GM determines which surfaces can be climbed or crawled across.

Evocation

LIGHTNING BOLT SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  60-foot line

All creatures in the area must attempt a Reflex save to avoid taking 5d12 electricity damage.
Success Half damage.
Critical Success No damage.
Failure Full damage.
Critical Failure Double damage.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d12.

Electricity 

Evocation

LOCATE UNCOMMON SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Material, Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  500 feet; Targets  one specific object or type of object 

Duration  concentration

You learn the direction to the target (if you picked a specific object, such as “my grandmother’s sword”) or the nearest target (if you
picked a type of objects, such as “swords”). If the target is a specific object, you must have observed it directly with your own senses.
If it’s general, you still need to have an accurate mental image of the type of object. If there’s lead or running water between you

and the target, you can’t locate the object. If you picked a type of object, this means you might find that is an object farther away if a

nearer one is behind lead or running water.
Heightened (5th) You can target a specific creature or ancestry instead of an object. You must have met the creature or a creature of

that ancestry up close in order to do so.

Earth 

Transmutation

MAGIC AURA UNCOMMON HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting 1 minute (Material, Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  touch; Targets  one 3 Bulk or lighter object 
Duration  1 day

You can choose to have the target register as a common magic item of your level in your spellcasting class or lower, or to have it
register as being under the effects of a spell of your choice that you can cast. If the target is magical, you can instead choose to have
it not register as magical at all.
A caster using detect magic or study aura of an equal or higher spell level can attempt to disbelieve the illusion of a magic aura.
Magic aura doesn’t mask auras of spells that are 9th level or higher or of items that are 19th level or higher.

Heightened (3rd) You can target a creature instead of an object.
When you do, you can either conceal the auras of all magic items it has or have that creature register as being under the effect of

a spell you know.

Illusion

MAGIC MISSILE HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Verbal Casting or more 

Range  120 feet; Targets  one creature

You send a dart of force streaking toward a creature that you can see. It automatically hits and deals 1d4+1 force damage. When

Casting this Spell, you can increase the casting by a Material Casting action, a Somatic Casting action, or both. For each component

you add, increase the number of missiles you shoot by one. You choose the target for each missile individually.
Heightened (+2) You shoot one additional missile with each action you spend.

Evocation 

Force

MELD INTO STONE SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  10 minutes or until dismissed

You merge with an adjacent block of stone with enough volume to fit you and your worn and held possessions. You must touch this

stone when you cast the spell. You can cast spells while in the stone as long as they don’t require line of effect beyond the stone,
and you can hear, but not see, what’s going on outside the stone.
Significant physical damage to the stone while you are inside expels you and deals 10d6 damage to you. Passwall expels you without

dealing damage and dismisses meld into stone. You can dismiss this spell with a Verbal Casting action.

Earth 

Transmutation
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MENDING HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting 1 hour (Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting) 
Range  touch; Targets  nonmagical object of light Bulk or less

You remove the broken condition from the target if it is broken, or repair 1 Dent it has taken if it is dented.
Heightened (2nd) You can target a nonmagical object of 1 Bulk or less.
Heightened (3rd) You can target a nonmagical object of 2 Bulk or less, or a magical object of 1 Bulk or less.

Transmutation

MIND READING UNCOMMON SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute

You read the target’s mind, depending on its Will save. Once you cast mind reading on a target, you can’t target that creature again until
the duration ends.

Success You find out whether the target’s Intelligence is higher than, equal to, or lower than yours.
Critical Success The target perceives vague surface thoughts from you when you cast the spell.
Failure You perceive vague surface thoughts from the target when you cast the spell, and you find out whether its Intelligence is higher
than, equal to, or lower than yours.

Critical Failure Per failure, and for the duration of the spell, you can Concentrate on the Spell to detect the target’s surface thoughts
again. The target doesn’t get any additional saves.

Detection 

Divination 

Mental

NONDETECTION UNCOMMON SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Material, Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  touch; Targets  one creature or object 

Duration  8 hours

You make the target difficult to detect. Nondetection dispels or attempts to dispel all detection, revelation, and scrying divinations made

against the target or the target’s gear throughout the duration. Successfully dispelling a divination that targets an area or multiple targets

negates the effects only for nondetection’s target.

Abjuration

PARALYZE SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one humanoid creature 

Duration  varies

You attempt to paralyze the target, potentially freezing it in place, depending on the outcome of the target’s Will save.
Success The target is slowed 1 for 1 round.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target is paralyzed for 1 round.
Critical Failure The target is paralyzed for 4 rounds. At the start of each of its turns, it can attempt a new Will save to reduce the

remaining duration by 1 round or end it entirely on a critical success.
Heightened (4th) You can target a humanoid or non-humanoid creature.
Heightened (7th) You can target up to 10 humanoid creatures.
Heightened (9th) You can target up to 10 creatures, and they don’t have to be humanoids.

Enchantment 

Mental

SECRET PAGE SPELL

Casting 1 minute (Material, Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  touch; Targets  one page up to 3 square feet in size 

Duration  unlimited

You change the target’s text to different text entirely. If the text is a spellbook or a scroll, you can change it to show a spell you know
of secret page’s level or lower, though the replacement spell cannot be cast or used to prepare a spell. You can also transform the text

into some other text you have written or have access to. You can specify a password that allows any creature touching the book to
change the text back and forth. You must choose the replacement text and the password, if any, when you cast the spell.

Illusion 

Visual

SHOCKING GRASP HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one creature

On a hit, the target takes electricity damage equal to 1d12 plus your spellcasting ability modifier. If the target is
wearing metal armor or is made of metal, you gain a +1 circumstance bonus to your attack roll with shocking grasp and the target takes

1d6 persistent electricity damage on a hit. On a critical hit, double the damage, but not the persistent damage.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d12 and the persistent electricity damage increases by 1.

Attack 

Electricity 

Evocation

SHRINK ITEM SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  touch; Targets  one nonmagical object up to 20 cubic feet in volume and up to 80 Bulk 

Duration  1 day or until dismissed

You shrink the target to roughly the size of a coin. This reduces it to negligible Bulk. You can dismiss the spell with a Verbal Casting

action or by tossing the object onto a solid surface.
The object can’t be used to attack or cause damage when it returns to normal size. If there isn’t room for the object to return to

normal size when the spell ends, the spell’s duration continues until the object is in a location large enough to accommodate its

normal size.

Polymorph 

Transmutation

SLEEP HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Area  5-foot burst

Each target in the area becomes drowsy and might fall asleep, depending on its Will save. A creature that falls asleep from this spell

doesn’t fall prone or drop what it’s holding. This spell doesn’t prevent creatures from waking up due to a successful Perception check,
making it of limited use mid-combat.
Success –1 conditional penalty to Perception checks for 1 round.
Critical Success Unaffected.
Failure It falls asleep. If it’s still asleep after 1 minute, it wakes up automatically.
Critical Failure It falls asleep. If it’s still asleep after 1 hour, it wakes up automatically.

Heightened (3rd) The targets fall into a deep slumber for 1 round on a failure and 1 minute on a critical failure. They fall prone and
drop what they’re holding, and they can’t attempt Perception checks to wake up. After the listed amount of time, the creature is in
normal sleep.

Enchantment 

Mental

SLOW SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute

The target becomes slower, depending on its Fortitude save.
Success slowed 1 for 1 round.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure slowed 1 for 1 minute.
Critical Failure slowed 2 for 1 minute.

Heightened (6th) You can target up to 10 creatures.

Transmutation

STINKING CLOUD SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  120 feet; Area  20-foot burst 
Duration  1 minute

You create a cloud of mist in the area that makes creatures within concealed. (The concealment is not a poison effect.) A creature that
ends its turn within the cloud must attempt a Fortitude save.
Success sick 1.

Critical SuccessThe target is unaffected.
Failure sick 1 and slowed 1 until it leaves the cloud.
Critical Failure sick 2 and slowed 1 until it leaves the cloud.

Conjuration 

Poison

SUMMON MONSTER HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet 
Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute or until dismissed

You summon a level 0 creature from the summon monster list. This creature fights for you until the spell ends. The creature gains the
summoned trait. The spell automatically ends if the monster’s Hit Points drop to 0. Summoned creatures have 2 actions per turn (which
they use when you Concentrate on the Spell) and can’t use reactions. The creature attacks your enemies to the best of its abilities. If
you can communicate with it, you can attempt to command it as part of your action to Concentrate on a Spell, but the GM determines

the degree to which it follows your commands.
Heightening the spell increases the maximum level of monster you can summon. You can always summon a monster of a lower level

than the spell allows.
Heightened (2nd) Level 1.
Heightened (3rd) Level 2.
Heightened (4th) Level 3.
Heightened (5th) Level 5.
Heightened (6th) Level 7.
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Heightened (7th) Level 9.
Heightened (8th) Level 11.
Heightened (9th) Level 13.
Heightened (10th) Level 15.

Summon Monster List

1st:  Level 0: animated broom, bloodseeker, bobcat, dog, dire rat, fire beetle, pig, pony, viper 
2nd:  Level 1: animated bureau, imp devil, mephit elemental, quasit demon 

3rd:  Level 2: animated armor, lemure devil, sloth demon 

4th:  Level 3: animated statue, hell hound, minor elemental 

5th:  Level 5: Lesser elemental; Level 4: bearded devil 
6th:  Level 7: blood demon, major elemental; Level 6: lust demon, nightmare, salamander 

7th:  Level 9: bone devil, efreeti genie, greater elemental, wrath demon; Level 8: erinyes devil 
8th:  Level 11: Elder elemental, toad demon; Level 10: barbed devil, slaver demon 

9th:  Level 13: ice devil, treachery demon; Level 12: slime demon, valkyrie 
10th:  Level 15: phoenix; Level 14: boar demon

VAMPIRIC TOUCH SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one living creature

You deal 4d6 negative damage to the target (double damage on a critical hit). You gain temporary Hit Points equal

to the negative damage the target takes (after applying resistances and the like). You lose any remaining

temporary Hit Points after 1 minute.
Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 1d6.

Attack 

Death 

Necromancy 

Negative

WATER BREATHING HEIGHTENED SPELL

Casting 1 minute (Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  30 feet; Targets  up to five creatures 

Duration  1 hour

The targets can breathe underwater.
Heightened (3rd) The duration increases to 8 hours.
Heightened (4th) The duration increases to 24 hours.
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